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Graduate Recital

2004–05 Season
592nd Concert

Thursday 14 April 2005
Dalton Center Recital Hall
8:15 p.m.

DOUG PIERCE, Trumpet and Flugelhorn
assisted by
Dave Izard, Piano
Aaron Tully, Bass
Jevin Hunter, Drums
Aaron Kruziki, Tenor Saxophone
Shawn Bell, Trombone
and
WMU Jazz Octet
University Jazz Orchestra

Booker Little    Opening Statement
Doug Pierce      Faith Tested
Doug Pierce      You Never Left
Doug Pierce      Daniel Chapter 13 – Suzanna’s Dilemma

intermission

Doug Pierce      Jubilee Circle
Doug Pierce      Sharhonda’s Smile
Doug Pierce      The Birdie and the Sunflower
Doug Pierce      The Innocence of Rhoda
Doug Pierce      Good Grace

Doug Pierce is a candidate for the Master of Music degree majoring in performance–jazz. He received his bachelor’s degree from the University of the District of Columbia.

If the fire alarm sounds, please exit the building immediately. All other emergencies will be indicated by spoken announcement within the seating area. In any emergency, walk – do not run – to the nearest exit. Please turn off all cell phones and pagers during the performance. Thank you.